











inkjet print on lustre paper
set of 12, installation dimensions variable

Untitled (Cactuses), 2011
2 turntables, pre-amplified speakers, mixer, 2 dubplates containing interpretations of the song “Lilac Wine” 
(written by James Shelton, in 1950) by Nina Simone, in 1966; and by Jeff Buckley, in 1994
40 × 170 × 200 cm
Box sized DIE featuring […], 2007–14
[Unfathomable Ruination, London, 2014]
iron, acoustic isolation materials
183 × 183 × 183 cm
Performances with variable and unknown duration:
Unfathomable Ruination, London, 2014
Holocausto Canibal, Porto, 2013–14
Serial Butcher, Aalst, 2012–13
No Return, Paris, 2011
Konkhra, Copenhagen, 2010
Vidres A La Sang, Barcelona, 2010
Gorod, Bordeaux, 2010
Darkmoon, Basel, 2008




Untitled Version (I See a Darkness) original video soundtrack, 2007
vinyl record, solid silver nail
13'40" 45 RPM
Instrumental Version Original video soundtrack, 2003
vinyl record, solid silver nail
6'36" 45 RPM
exhibition version, 2013
customised plinth with turntable, 
amplifier and headphones
80 × 46 × 46 cm
Catriona Shaw Sings “Baldessari sings LeWitt” re-edit, 
“Like a Virgin” extended version original video soundtrack, 2003
vinyl record, solid silver nail
13'40" 45 RPM
exhibition version, 2013
customised plinth with turntable, 
amplifier and headphones
80 × 46 × 46 cm
Untitled (n’en finit plus), 2010–11
vinyl record, solid silver nail
3'03" 45 RPM
exhibition version, 2013
customised plinth with turntable, 
amplifier and headphones
80 × 46 × 46 cm
Untitled (Original orchestrated ersatz light version) 
original video soundtrack, 2010–11
vinyl record, solid silver nail
5'55" 45 RPM
exhibition version, 2013
customised plinth with turntable, 
amplifier and headphones
80 × 46 × 46 cm
Aquatint trial proof for work in progress, 2014
(Universal Declaration of Human Rights in binary code)
“You can’t entirely control fire…” 
João Onofre, Laurence Crane and  
Andrew Renton in conversation
laurence crane João, your video Tacet (2014) is based on a startling performance 
of John Cage’s 4'33" by the pianist João Aboim. After my first viewing, once I had 
got over the shock of the extraordinary visual theatre that you create in the work, 
my thoughts turned to the sonic content. What first struck me was the gradual 
accumulation of sound created by the accelerating fire. It’s a crescendo building 
to a climax and, as such, it is a very un-4'33" experience! 
There are other sounds in the performance, of course, but as the fire accelerates 
then this obviously becomes the dominant sound. Another interesting thing about 
this is that the genesis of this dominant sound is outside the actual performance 
of the piece. The pianist sits down, opens the music, checks his watch and closes 
the piano lid; actions that traditionally indicate the start of 4'33". But the 
dominant sound of the piece has already been set in motion by his striking  
of the match a few moments before his Cage performance starts…
joão onofre Laurence, the pianist enters into the frame and prepares the 
piano with combustible liquid. Preparing the concert piano, as we normally 
understand it, is an action that is not revealed on stage by the performer. 
Cage made use of the ‘prepared piano’ technique, if you could call it so, 
although not with an element as unruly as fire. 
In the video we hear different sounds: the pianist walking alongside the 
piano, the liquid being poured, the match striking; in sum, the preparation 
of the instrument before it is played. It is only when the performer begins 
the interpretation of 4'33" — by counting the time, closing the lid and 
assuming the pose of the classical pianist — only then does the 
composition actually start (very much in a Duchampian way of 
designating this or that as art).
The sound that you refer to as already ‘set in motion’ strikes me as similar 
to the sound of the concert hall or of the audience. It is sound that already 
precedes the score. This pre-existing sound is in some way what Cage 
refers to, and eloquently tries to capture, as the “non-existence of silence”. 
His axiom is something along the lines of: we cannot ever experience 
silence, because when we do, we will no longer be in the condition  
of experience — we will be dead. 
The aural crescendo is due to the unstable and unpredictable nature  
of the burning flames, not only by sound, but primarily by the action of  
a man counting time, whilst facing a wall of fire.
andrew renton So is this still a work by John Cage, albeit framed 
by the particularities of João’s structured ‘meta-performance’?  
I suspect that it is, and that Cage would not have disapproved  
too much! But I wonder also how such a work comes about?  
So many of your pieces, João, seem to emerge from the 
juxtaposition of two distinct things, often for inappropriate reasons, 
that are then bound together into what we might loosely call an 
event. But in relation to Tacet, what comes first — is it an image?  
A desire to ‘cover’ or reclaim 4'33" as your own?
jo I’ve followed Cage’s score with a prepared grand piano, an instrument 
that he often composed for, but I’ve tried to push beyond the indeterminacy 
that he spoke, wrote and lectured about. 4'33" has a repressed aggression 
at its core — a deafening silence that is amplified in Tacet. 
Box sized DIE featuring...., 2007–14
[Unfathomable Ruination, London, 2014]
iron, acoustic isolation materials
183 × 183 × 183 cm
It is much more than a relic in the sense that some visual art performances 
leave their traces after they are over. Box sized DIE featuring… has a 
programmatic indeterminacy which is not improvisation. The performance, 
which also and most prominently constitutes the work, has an 
undetermined and variable duration due to the band’s oxygen 
consumption inside the cube. The band play in the cube until they  
can’t play anymore. 
This cube is not a neutral container, it is a replica of Tony Smith’s iconic 
work Die. But with the door open and the musical instruments inside,  
with the insertion of the Death Metal band, it becomes my work. It might 
be that Cage’s 4'33" is a neutral container, or an empty frame, if you like, 
apt to envelop all the aural events within that specific duration…
ar But I remember a late interview with Cage (and I’ve been 
trying to find it again for years), where he playfully suggested that 
it didn’t need to be for a piano and — crucially — it didn’t need to 
be 4'33" long! What I love about that statement, even if it was off 
the cuff, is that it seems to strengthen the conceptual framework  
of the piece — that it can still exist, even without that sole formal 
construction. Really a conceptual space…
lc Yes, it’s certainly not ‘scored’ for solo piano. The specification on the score is 
‘for any instrument or combination of instruments’. I think it’s because 4'33" was 
first performed by Cage’s close collaborator, the pianist David Tudor, that it is 
often assumed to be a work for solo piano. Also, it was Tudor, at this first 
performance in 1952, who closed the piano lid at the start of each of the three 
movements and opened it at the end of each movement… I am not sure whether 
it was Cage’s idea or Tudor’s idea to do this but it’s certainly a very po-tent visual 
symbol of the fact that the sounds that were going to be heard by the audience 
during the performance were not going to come from the piano… or at least not 
from the piano in the conventional way, i.e. by contact with the keyboard.  
But whosever idea it was, I suppose the fact that the ‘piano lid gesture’ involved 
a piano lid led to a possible general misconception that the piece was for piano. 
As for the ‘any duration’ idea, I’m not sure about that, I think I remember the 
same interview as Andrew remembers and I think Cage might just have been 
being a bit mischievous! There’s certainly nothing in the score that says it can be 
any duration. A footnote to this is that in 1962 Cage wrote 0'00" which is often 
referred to as 0'00" no.2. The score of 0'00" consists of one instruction, ‘In a 
situation provided with maximum amplification, perform a disciplined action’.
ar ‘Disciplined action’… I like that. Is that a good link to, say,  
Box sized DIE featuring… a classic piece of Tony Smith-style 
sculpture juxtaposed with a Death Metal band? When we revived 
it this summer by the ‘Gherkin’ in London, with the local Death 
band Unfathomable Ruination, what struck me was the formal 
precision of the piece. It is so much about the negotiation of strict 
genres. Minimal sculpture and Death Metal. These are disciplined 
forms of practice, they have their rules. What’s amazing about the 
piece is that neither genre is disrupted as such, and remains very 
true to its idiom. What is new is the conjunction. Is that a consistent 
process in your thinking? Are there other examples of this?
Untitled (10 A of the CV-9), 2011
acrylic on cotton paper
100 × 70 cm
Beige Running Dry, 2007
water-based marker on Fabriano paper
100 × 70 cm
Cage always spoke about life as sound, that by hearing 4'33" you would 
have an experience of becoming/ of feeling very much alive. In Tacet, 
what we see and hear is an amplification of this duration, with the pianist 
performing in extremity — facing a wall of fire. So my interest, as in 
previous works, resides in how to bring about time, as the subject of  
the moving image, through sound. 
And yes, I think 4'33" is a machine that is disseminated into culture by 
hearsay, verbal accounts and reproductions — sometimes a text(score) 
can reach so far as to enter the most interesting conceptual artwork —  
I thought I might have something to add with my film.
 
lc Pianists wanting to perform Cage’s prepared piano music in classical concert 
halls have for many years come up against a bit of a problem… Many venues 
write into their contract with the performer that the piano must not have any 
foreign object placed inside it, i.e. no preparations at all. I don’t think I’ve ever 
heard of a contract that prohibited setting fire to the inside of the piano but 
maybe we’ll start to see those being written now!
I’d like to go back to something that João mentioned earlier; the Duchampian 
idea of designating this or that as art. 4'33" is a temporal framework for an event 
to take place, Cage provides a ‘container’ for the event. If I may, I’d like to draw 
a parallel with João’s death metal box piece, Box sized DIE featuring…; in one 
sense João provides two ‘containers’ in that piece, one being the box itself —  
a physical container — and the other being a temporal framework; the Death 
Metal band play for a set period of time based on when the oxygen might start  
to run out. I was wondering; when the box is sitting in the location between 
stagings of the event is it still a work of art? 
jo I was not aware of those restrictions, they make me smile — modern  
or experimental but not quite like that — please Mr. Pianist…
The box is, so to say, the ‘non-activated score’ for the performance.  
Promise of a Sculpture, 2012
photograph, paper
67 × 81.5 cm
Untitled (I see a darkness), 2007
Single channel HD video, with sound
04'18"
jo Over the years I have made pieces that perhaps connect with  
distinct spheres, distinct domains that reveal something other.  
I’m recalling for instance: Instrumental version from 2001, that consists  
of a video that records an interpretation of Kraftwerk’s ‘The Robots’,  
by a chamber choir where the choir sing all the electronic sounds;  
Untitled (I see a darkness), 2007 where two young boys, 9 and 11 years  
old interpret Johnny Cash’s homonymous track on guitar and piano  
[the original version of this track was by Bonnie ‘Prince’ Billy (aka Will 
Oldham)]; or more recently, Ghost, 2009-2012 a work in which I built an 
artificial island with realistic dimensions and a rare tropical palm tree that  
I floated in Lisbon’s Tagus river, journeying into the ocean. Some of my 
drawings also embody that process. 
lc Was there something specific that set off this line of investigation in your work?
jo I see the cultural fabric, despite its apparent stability, as being  
always subject to (new) decoding and recoding operations that alter  
its physiognomy. I understand the cultural sphere not as a one-way  
street but as raw material that can be shaped — as a territory  
predisposed for re-inscription… 
Such is the case with my work Untitled (n’en finit plus), 2010–11, where a 
teenage girl sings Petula Clark’s ‘La nuit n’en finit plus’ in downtempo  
a cappella, inside a hole on the ground of a prairie at night — but this 
track is not an original song from Petula altogether. It that has been 
covered by numerous bands like the Searchers or the Ramones.  
The lyrics are Petula ́s own but not the melody, which belongs to  
the well known track ‘Needles and Pins’.
lc Is it the aim to surprise yourself when you make these amalgamations of 
disparate elements? I presume that you will have a general idea as to how these 
elements coexist but — like any performance of 4'33" — the exact outcome cannot 
be completely predicted when you create the work. I think that’s an exciting 
situation… would you agree? 
jo Well I can’t say that the aim is to surprise myself but I do agree that 
when you can’t predict the outcome completely, within the structure  
that you set up, you are creating other ways of looking at those  
elements together. 
lc I was wondering — perhaps a little mischievously — about the predicted 
outcome of the fire in Tacet and, more specifically, the prediction of its speed.  
The pianist leaves the piano when the fire is getting uncomfortably close  
although 4'33" is over by this point, the full duration of the pieces has elapsed. 
Did you have a method for working out how fast the fire would spread and 
whether it would allow enough time for the Cage piece to be performed?
jo Not at all — the planning for this took a long, long time. But having 
said that, you can’t entirely control fire, can you Laurence?
Ghost, 2009-12
single channel HD video, with sound
14'04"
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